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Abstract— learning attention control is a real need
specifically when a robot tries to learn a sequential decisionmaking-type task. This is even more critical when learning
directly in the perceptual space is not feasible mainly due to the
high dimensionality thus non-homogeneity. Therefore, two
learning problems are raised to be solved at the same time. In
this paper, a novel approach with three learning phases is
proposed to facilitate learning of these two coupled problems:
1) learning how to divide attention among multiple dimensions
of robots perceptual space and also how to shift it efficiently
inside one modality from one spatial part to another and 2)
learning the main task. The main task is considered “driving in
a simulated road using a miniature mobile robot” in order to
demonstrate the necessity of attention control. An important
new feature of the proposed learning method is that the
attention is learned in the decision space rather than the
original perceptual space and this brings some discussed
advantages. Obtained results justify practicability and
usefulness of learning attention control in the proposed
alternate space.
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haping the complex desired behavior of a fully
autonomous robot is an everlasting challenge. The
expression robot shaping [1] denotes the use of learning as a
means to translate suggestions coming from an external
trainer into an effective control strategy that allows a robot
to do a predefined task. Shaping a complex behavior such as
driving, naturally bares a huge multi-dimensional sensory
space. Selective attention is thought to be necessary because
there are too many things in the environment to perceive and
respond to at once considering the demand for fast response
in face of limited computational resources in the driving
task. Lack of experience in control of spatial attention is one
of the major problems that affects even human beings’
driving [2]. Attention control in fact solves the information
bottleneck problem and makes a manageable input sensory
space out of a rather distracting one. The great necessity of
attention control is in fact for reduction of probable

confusion among multiple dimensions of the perceptual
space and also to acquire faster response time.
According to the conceptual framework proposed for
understanding the role of selective attention in driving [3],
there are two ways that a selection process might work:
automatic and controlled. There are a large number of
papers on rule-based and hard coded attention shift and
sensor selection, however; here we argue that attention shift
should be learned for performing complicated tasks –like
driving- as its dynamics is not fully known at the design
time and changes as well. In this paper, we opt for learning
attention control in multimodal space; which results in
deliberative and controlled attention shift.
Demand for learning attention shift brings forth a new
optimization problem in addition to the problem of
optimizing motor actions in face of constraints and costs.
Therefore, as in [4], we couple motor actions with those that
are performed solely for the change of attention focus. It
means attention shift is learned in concert with motor actions
in a unified problem. In addition, we use Reinforcement
Learning (RL) for formulating and solving the optimization
problem. In this problem, the goal of the driving robot is to
maximize its expected reward by proper selection of focus
of attention –which is called perceptual action- and motor
actions.
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Fig. 1. Local Decision Experts (LDEs) and the full observer agent learn in
parallel. Their output is their belief about appropriateness of actions based
on their observation. A human expert drives the system at the initial stages
of learning or suggests corrective actions in the next stages. His actions get
directly through when present. Attention Control Learner (ACL) is inactive
in the first stage and human actions are executed. A fixed decision fuser
(uses max operator) is used instead of ACL in the second stage and the
human expert is removed. In the last stage the full observer agent is also
removed and ACL learns decision fusion and attention.

Driving demands dealing with multimodal and continuous
perceptual space. It means that ordinary RL methods that
discretize the perceptual space do not fit into the problem
because of their inefficient learning. Therefore, an efficient
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continuous RL algorithm based on Bayesian framework is
used; see [5] and [6]1. In addition, our robot learns the
driving task and the attention shift in three phases to
expedite its learning; see Fig. 1. Details are given in the next
sections.
We have two options for state representation of the
attention learning system. The first one is sensory data itself.
The second one is the belief of the local agents about the
appropriateness of motor actions. Here we choose the
second alternative; see [10] for details. It is worthmentioning that the driving2 task is used here just as a
testbed to reveal the necessity of attention control in a
demanding task.
The paper contains one review section with the primary
focus on driving preferably with ideas of attention and
fusion. Then, the proposed approach is presented and after
that the simulator as well as the acquired results is given.
Finally, the conclusions and future works are discussed.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review those research mostly focused on
fusion based attention control for robot navigation. In [11] a
sensor fusion framework for mapping unknown
environments for mobile robots is presented which enables
on-line selection of the most reliable logical sensors and the
most suitable fusion algorithm. The main aptitude of the
framework is in its ability to select the simple sensor fusion
algorithm whenever possible and the advanced algorithm
when needed. This results in efficient resource utilization
thus can be considered valuable from attention point of
view. Our approach for attention control is somehow similar
to the approach in this paper in the way that our approach is
also selection of those more beneficial beliefs of LDEs
trained in local sensor spaces and fusing them in an
appropriate way. In [12] the cooperative localization of a
heterogeneous group of road vehicles is proposed. Every
member of the group maintains an estimation of the state of
its environment and transmits it to its neighbors. The global
state of the environment is obtained by fusing the
environment states of the vehicles. This approach is almost
similar to our proposed approach in the sense that we have
also tried to learn the state of the environment based on the
partial beliefs of the LDEs. But, we also try to map this state
with the best action of the robot and shape its behavior
accordingly.
III. OUR APPROACH
As it is depicted in Fig. 1, in our approach, the input sensory
space is partitioned and given to different agents learning
and acting in parallel; called Local Decision Experts
1
The idea of this paper is inherently independent from the employed
continuous RL algorithm. Every other continuous RL algorithm such as
approaches in [7], [8], [9] can be employed to handle continuous space.
Therefore, this algorithm is briefly explained in the appendix and interested
users are referred to [5].
2
It is tried to keep the main concerns of driving however; we have
simplified them to be implementable on a miniature driving simulator.

(LDEs). The world is partially observable for these agents.
There are two other entities in our framework; namely the
advisor and the full observer agent. The advisor acts as a
driving instructor or an expert driver when an LDE agent is
sitting next to it. The full observer agent has access to the
full sensory space and learns in parallel with the LDEs. It
simulates the situation when the driving agent is driving
slowly thus carefully or drives in a controlled environment
and has sufficient resources to look at all of its sensory
information. Existence of such a full observer speeds up the
learning process of LDEs. Note that the number of the
learning agents does not change the number of required
learning trials. It is because all agents observe the state in
parallel, sense the executed action concurrently, get the
reinforcement signal equally and finally learn in parallel.
In the first phase of learning, there is no attention control
and all LDEs and the full observer agent learn based on the
actions of the advisor and the reward function. It means that
these agents learn the value of the expert’s action in their
sensory space.
In the second phase, the advisor is removed and a fixed
decision fuser based on max operator is used to fuse all
agents’ decisions. The learning in this phase is just based on
the reward given to the motor decision found based on the
fusion. Although the fusion strategy is so simple, it is merely
to help the training of the LDEs in order to make them ready
and as expert as possible for the next phase.
In the third phase, , the full observer agent is also
removed and attention shift and decision fusion are learned
as a coupled action by Attention Control Learner (ACL)
agent while learning in LDEs still continues. Learning in
this stage is based on the reward the agent gets for its motor
actions and cost of its attention shifts. In other words, ACL
learns to which LDEs it should attend and how to fuse their
beliefs in order to maximize its expected reward. The state
of ACL is shaped by concatenating the belief vector of
attended LDEs; which forms a multidimensional continuous
space. The dimension of this space is equal to the driver
agent’s number of actions multiplied by the number of
LDEs. The same continuous Bayesian RL method [5] used
for training LDEs (in phase 1, 2) is also employed here (in
phase 3).
In this paper, six LDEs are trained over different nonoverlapping spatial areas of robot’s visual field and one is
trained on the infra-red sensor space of the robot. Each
distinct part of the following areas is assigned to an LDE to
explore and learn the driving task (which will be clearly
defined in section IV):
• Middle-Near part of the scene (MN)
• Left-Near part of the scene (LN)
• Right-Near part of the scene (RN)
• Middle-Far part of the scene (MF)
• Left-Far part of the scene (LF)
• Right-Fat part of the scene (RF)
• Eight Infra-red sensors around the robot body (IR)
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A. Phase 1, 2: Training Local Decision Experts in the
Perceptual Space
The agents participate in these two phases observe their
own partial spatial area of the perceptual space.
In the first phase, the action selection and also doing
the action is the human advisor’s responsibility. The
LDEs just sense the action and the feedback from the
environment. The association is then reinforced in their
minds. This phase is considered just for helping the LDEs
not to start from the scratch and also in order to make the
learning more analogous to the driving learning of a
human.
In the second phase, LDEs have more important roles.
In addition to partially observing the state, they propose
their decisions at each state to the fusion center. The final
decision is made based on a measure of maximum
expertness3 of LDEs on that state. Then, the final decision
is applied to the environment. The corresponding
reinforcement signal is received and used to update the
learning of all participating LDEs. As soon as their
learning is converged, the full observer is removed and
the other partial observers turn out to be our local
decision experts4. As mentioned before, LDEs and ACL
learn by a Bayesian continuous RL algorithm [5]. In this
algorithm, the suitability of the ith action in the state
X s (t )
can
be
encoded
as
the
probability P ( actioni | X ( t ) ) . These distributions are
learned to shape LDE’s beliefs through the mentioned
continuous RL algorithm (at the second phase) and
proposed to ACL in an on-demand manner (in the third
phase). More about the computation of this term can be
found in Appendix. For LDEs and the full observer, the
state space S and action space A are defined below and the
reward function which is correlated to the driving task is
defined in section IV:
(1)
A = Actionsmotor

S LDE1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , 6 = {s | s ∈ [O1 , O2 ,..., Oc ]}

[

]

S FullObserver = {s | s ∈ S LDE1 , S LDE2 ,..., S LDE6 }

S LDE7 = {s | s ∈ [ir1 , ir2 ,..., ir8 ]}

B. Phase 3: Learning Attention Control
The Attention Control Learner (ACL) agent marked bold in
Fig. 2, at each step, has two types of actions to decide
between: either consult an LDE (perform a perceptual
action) or to perform a motor action. The ACL agent’s state
is changed either mentally5, when it consults an expert or
physically if a motor action is performed. In fact, its mental
state is transferred from an initial coarse view6 of the scene
to a completely clear form when it consecutively decides to
attend to the decision of all LDEs. Here, consulting a local
expert means paying attention to the corresponding sensory
input, then processing it and finally making decision
accordingly. For ACL agent, the state space S and action
space A are defined below:
A = { Actions perceptual U Actionsmotor }
(5)
L

S ACL = {s | s ∈ U ( DLDEi || null )

(6)

i =1

Where L is the number of LDEs and

DLDEi is a pdf

th

constructed according to the i local expert’s decision.
When an LDE is not attended, null is considered in the
ACL’s state instead. DLDEi is defined as:

[

]

N

DLDEi = P(actioni | Xˆ ) i =1

(7)

where N is the number of motor actions and X̂ is the partial
observation space available to the LDEi. This is the
mechanism for belief composition which in fact defines the
state of our learner.

(2)

The reward function in this step has two parts: motory and
perceptual. The first motory part (which is the same for all
three phases of the framework) as well as the second
perceptual part is defined in section IV (where the testbed is
introduced.)
In order to make the ACL agent to learn the decisionmaking with minimum possible cost -the main goal of
attention control- each consultation with an LDE bares a
cost. Based on the complexity of the situation the robot faces
with, it consults a proper number of experts.

(3)

IV. TESTBED

(4)

Where Oi is the amount of dominant Objecti or colori
existing in the corresponding spatial part of LDEs of vision
at each state, C is the number of dominant objects (colors) of
interest and iri is the value of ith IR sensor. More details will
come in section IV.
3
Basically, the expertness of a reinforcement learning agent in a specific
state can be characterized based on the following two criteria: 1) the agent
should have visited the state enough times, 2) the agent should have
received higher rewards, in accordance with number of visits. Therefore, we
considered ‘max’ fusion operator to fuse the decision of LDEs and find the
motor decision in phase 2.
4
Actually, this is the time we can call them ‘local decision experts’ but
for simplicity we call them LDE in entire paper.

The simulation is done in a 3D environment7 created in
Webots™ [13] containing an irregular shaped road ( with 2
5

The robot keeps doing its last selected motor action until the next one is
selected.
6
This rough view is shaped by one default perceptual action (here the
belief of the middle near LDE) that is performed at the start of each episode
to help the ACL to find gist of the scene.
7
At the first phase, the partial observers and also the full observer are
trained ‘by demonstration’ of the human advisor’s driving. In order to
realize the first step of learning (i.e. demonstration-based learning by a
human expert), we used the keyboard’s arrow keys (Ç for ‘go forward fast’,
Å for ‘turn left’, Æ for ‘turn right’) plus two other keys (m for ‘go with
medium speed’ and s for ‘slow down’) to select one out of five possible
motor actions as the best action according to the view that the robot
perceives from the road scene.
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Fig. 3.

lines) plus multiple miniature vehicles (two other miniature
cars) of simulated E-puck 0 robots. The E-puck robot is
facilitated with a color camera and eight infra-red sensors
around it shown in Fig. 3.a. It is noticeable that in this
simulation, the learning state of the robot is shaped in
MATLAB® while its body is located in Webots™. Each of
six LDEs can observe one of six available areas described in
section III. One more LDE is trained over IR sensor space.
(L = 7).

(a) simulated E-puck
robot,

(b) One snapshot of
the environment:
containing two
passive red e-pucks
and our learner.

Environment

Reward

NM

NR

NL

FM

Which
perceptual
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Motor
action to
perform?

Update
Mental
State

FR

FL

IR

The reason behind such design of reward function is that
we should prioritize the factors of a good driving behavior
to help the robot find the effect of actions and not to become
confused:
• If there is an accident, it should be definitely
punished disregarding all other concerns.
• Otherwise, if there is no accident, it should be
punished if it is out of the road boundary.
• Otherwise, if it is inside the road, it should be
punished if it has not a good view to the road.
• Otherwise, if it is in road and has a good view, it
should be punished for its inappropriate velocity.
• Otherwise, if none of the above penalty conditions
are met, there will be no punishment.
• Otherwise, there is no reason for punishment.

ACL

Perceptual action
Perceptual or Motor action?

Motor action

Update
Physical State

Fig. 2. Phase 3: Learning Attention Control. ACL has decided to
consult NM, FR and IR LDEs one at a step from the beginning of the
current learning episode till now. Maybe it prefers to consult more
LDEs and maybe it stops by performing a motor action. Therefore,
each of three LDEs has actively observed the environment then
proposed own belief to ACL one at a time to make a mental state for
ACL.

Dominant objects (C) of the scene which are depicted with
distinct dominant colors (for simplifying object detection)
shown in Fig. 3.b are:
• the road which is black
• the white lines of the road
• the red obstacles (other E-pucks are covered with red
bounding box)
• the free outside road which is green
• the blue color of the boundary marker which is not
considered in the robot’s state.
Motor Reward:
The reward of the physical actions for the agents is defined
according to the fact that whether it has collided to any other
car or not, the amount of robot’s bottom area which is inside
the road boundary, appropriateness of its view to the road
(according to the amount of each color observed in each
part) and finally the appropriateness of its velocity
(difference with the maximum allowed velocity). As seen,
the maximum value of r(t) for motor actions is zero, i.e. the
robot should try to minimize the punishment.

Perceptual Reward:
If perceptual action is “Consulting IR-LDE” cost = -0.5 is
considered. For perceptual action of “Consulting visionLDEs of LN, RN, LF, RF” cost = -2 is given. Finally, for
perceptual action of “consulting Vision-LDEs of MN, MF”
cost = -1.5 is considered. Thus, average punishment unit8 is
equal to -2.
As seen, the maximum value of motor reward is zero, i.e. the
robot should try to minimize the punishment. It is important
to note that each perceptual action also bares a cost. This is
to make the robot take as least perceptual step as possible
according to the situation it is faced. The cost of processing
spatial parts of vision is considered less than that of
perceiving IR sensor values to make the robot to prefer
utilization of least cost sensors. Moreover, the cost of
processing middle parts (either far or near) is considered
slightly less than those of four spatial areas. This is to push
the robot to mostly prefer the front view.

8

This is the average cost of perceptual actions that full observer
performs and also that of the fusion method (in the second phase).
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 4, Results express that the robot can learn
attention control as well as its main job in a simultaneous
manner in the decision space. The robot consults with those
LDEs (on spatial visual areas or even on IR space) it found
their opinion more helpful in a specific state and decides
which motor action to perform to gain more rewards.
The results of the no-attention-control case (i.e. full
observer) are also shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the robot has
enough sources to fully consider all the decisions of LDEs
and fuse them to find the best action. To have a fair
comparison, for the full observer, the Average Punishment
Unit (-2) multiplied by the number of LDEs (7) is
considered to adjust the total reward9 shown in Fig. 4 (in
dash dot line format).
The average number of perceptual steps the robot takes in
each state is 2.5 using attention control while it is 7 in the
case without attention control. This shows that the robot has
learned to shift its attention among modalities of vision and
IR and also has learned to divide its attention efficiently
inside modality of vision. It is worth-noting that there are
harsh conditions in which the robot decides to consult 5, 6
or even 7 number of experts, but this is on-demand and
almost rare. Fig. 5 demonstrates the histogram of bins of
number of perceptual steps that the ACL has taken before
performing a motor action. As it is shown, when the learning
progresses, the percentage of selecting less number of
perceptual steps increases and the robot does not pay to look
at every part. Rather, it selects more beneficial perceptual
actions. This is a superior sign of learning which shows that
the robot has learned which experts are wise to be consulted
in a situation.
There are some interesting emerged attention behaviors
by the ACL (i.e. robot): when the robot is faced with a free
road (according to the rough initial gist) it regularly checks
middle parts (both far and near or just one of them). When
the scene seems to contain an obstacle very close to the
robot, it initially checks the IR modality and then
immediately checks the corresponding spatial part of the
vision space according to the position the obstacle has been
sensed. In the case the robot wants to turn and follow the
road curvature, it only checks the corresponding spatial
visual area and has nothing to do with IR space.10
VI. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
It was shown that learning attention control in concert
with motor action is crucial for learning to perform
complicated tasks; like driving. The main outcome of the
paper is to show that learning attention control is feasible in
decision space when attention control is mainly spatial.
Learning attention control in decision space benefits some
interesting advantages over learning attention control in
perceptual space. The major benefits are sharing one
9

Total_reward = motor_reward – Average_Punishment_Unit * 7
One short video is recorded from the driving behavior of the ACL
robot in the road and uploaded to the conference management system.
10

common space (decision space) among tiny decision agents,
utilizing not-necessarily-similar learning algorithms for
decision agents and finally making a more confident
decision. The simulation results demonstrated that the agent
could learn the task with average 2.5 attention shifts with the
same level of reward and the behavior attained by a full
observer agent. It means that the robot has learned to
remove the unnecessary redundancy and make use of the
most related (here the most rewarding) piece of information.
It should be noted that solving information bottleneck is a
big challenge and therefore learning attention control in
concert with learning motor action is a must.
The learning core of our proposed approach works in
continuous state space whereas most of existing interactive
and unsupervised methods work with discrete representation
of sensory space. This is a big merit that makes possible
learning of different complicated tasks.
There are several extensions planned for the proposed
approach. The most important theoretical one is to find a
more compact yet meaningful decision space within which
attention control is learned. This space may possibly bring
the higher advantages such as faster learning speed, lower
cost and maybe more robustness. The other one is to add a
mechanism of object detection instead of current color-based
detection policy. Another step which is more about the
driving application is to make the robot extract (learn) some
traffic rules. The only rule that the robot has already learned
is to drive inside lines. It is planned to teach the robot more
rules preferably in the first phase while it drives under the
human supervision. This may need facilitating the robot with
more powerful sensors such as range-finder and GPS to
surpass the results taken solely by IR and vision.
APPENDIX
As mentioned before, we need a learning algorithm in the
continuous space. We used the Bayesian RL framework
proposed in [5]. The idea of this algorithm is based on
online concept-based partitioning of the perceptual space
initially proposed in [6]. It means that the perceptual space is
partitioned based on the value of the agent’s concepts
(actions). The partitioning method employs a Bayesian
formulation in order to handle inherent uncertainty in the
environment and in the agent. In this method, the perceptual
space is first considered as a single concept and the agent
gradually and interactively partitions it using a series of
multi-modal distribution functions. This partitioning is
guided by the reinforcement signal. That is, the perceptual
space is divided into some continuous parts where
perceptual points in each part share the same action-value.
In this algorithm, the suitability of the ith action in the state
X s ( t ) can be encoded as the probability P ( actioni | X ( t ) ) .
The decision making problem in a continuous state space
can
be
reduced
to
computing
the
posterior
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probabilities P ( actioni | X ( t ) ) .

values of states. It is out of the scope of this paper.
Interested readers may refer to [5] to find the details of this
framework.
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